The most general form of the K 18 current matrix element in the Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau (DKP) formalism is deduced. This is done by two methods: (i) An explicit evaluation of the DKP covariants and (ii) by using only Lorentz invariance and the fact that· the incoming and outgoing meson states are solutions of the DKP equation. The formal reduction of the matrix element is facilitated by introducing particular properties of the spin-0 algebra and fully exploiting the DKP consequent equation. We emphasize that (a) there are only two independent DKP Ku vector form factors, (b) there is only one independent DKP scalar form factor and (c) in, for example, the DKP K*-pole model, there must exist a zero in the DKP current-divergence matrix element. § 1. Introduction · In previous work 1 >-B> we have proposed that mesons should be described by the Duffin 9 >-Kemmer 10 >-Petiau 11 > (DKP) equation rather than by the conventional Klein-Gordon (KG) equation in the presence of symmetry breaking effects, since then the results obtained from the two formulations are different. In particular, among other things 8 > we have applied the DKP theory to K 13 decays and obtained new results that are in better agreement with experiment. 1 >-4 > Since the kaon and pion are described by 5-component wavefunctions in the DKP formalism, the structure of matrix elements in this formalism is more complicated than in the conventional KG formalism. In particular, the fact that there are only two form factors in the K 18 matrix element (which is clear in the KG formulation where there are only two vector covariants that can be formed) is no longer obvious for the DKP K 18 matrix element (where many more bilinear covariants can be constructed).
§ 1. Introduction · In previous work 1 >-B> we have proposed that mesons should be described by the Duffin 9 >-Kemmer 10 >-Petiau 11 > (DKP) equation rather than by the conventional Klein-Gordon (KG) equation in the presence of symmetry breaking effects, since then the results obtained from the two formulations are different. In particular, among other things 8 > we have applied the DKP theory to K 13 decays and obtained new results that are in better agreement with experiment. 1 
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Since the kaon and pion are described by 5-component wavefunctions in the DKP formalism, the structure of matrix elements in this formalism is more complicated than in the conventional KG formalism. In particular, the fact that there are only two form factors in the K 18 matrix element (which is clear in the KG formulation where there are only two vector covariants that can be formed) is no longer obvious for the DKP K 18 matrix element (where many more bilinear covariants can be constructed).
The purpose of the present paper is to study the DKP K 13 matrix element and its divergence in greater detail.
In § 2 we will begin by writing down the expression of Refs. 1) '"'"'4) for <n (P') I V~ (0) I K (p)) and will contrast it with another possible expression involving eight covariants that can be constructed from the DKP matrices and the momenta p~ and P~' (see Eq. (6) below). Our first objective will be to demonstrate by two methods ( § § 3 and 4) that only two of these covariants are independent . In § 3 we will show by direct calculation that the eight possible covariants in Eq. (6) can be reduced to the original two in Eq. (2) . In the course of this demonstrati on we will discuss the use of the so-called "consequent equations" (Eq. (23) below) which serve to reduce immediately the number of form factors in Eq. (6) from the initial eight to six. It should be emphasized, however, that the constraint equations (23) are a consequence of the field equation and the defining algebra (Eqs. (24) and (25) below) and are not imposed externally (as in the Rarita-Schw inger (RS) formalism). Thus, the presence of an (implied) constraint in Eqs. (24) and (25) In § 5 we discuss the DKP current-dive rgence matrix element, showing that it must have a zero in our model and that there is only one independent DKP scalar form factor. In § 6 we will use the present discussion of the DKP meson formalism to reply to critics of this formalism. We will conclude in § 7 with a few final comments on describing the K 18 matrix element with the DKP algebra. § 2. Description of the K 13 matrix element
To proceed, we recall that we have formulated 1 )-4) K 18 decays by saying that the entire physical matrix element is given by ._'M = z~ C(l~, where z~ is the usual lepton current matrix element, but where the meson current matrix element 1s given by our DKP form:
=J~Vgv(t) +J~8gs(t).
(3) In Eqs. (1)'"'"" (3) we have exhibited the particle normalizatio ns, including the volume V. m and p [1-t and P'] are the mass and 4-momentum of the K [n], t=-(P-P'Y= -q·q is the momentum transfer squared, and ux(P) [u .. (P') ] is the five-compon ent spin-0 DKP wavefunctio n [adjoint wavefunctio n] for the kaon [pion] . These, as well as the 5 X 5 dimensional spin-0 representati on of the DKP {3 matrices, are discussed in detail in Refs. 1) '"'-'4) and 9) '""'"'11). What we wish to prove is that Eq. (2) is the most general form of the DKP matrix element in the sense that any other expression for <n IV~ IK) can be reduced to that of Eq. (2) with suitably defined form factors gv,s(t).
For later reference we note that if one explicitly works out the algebra in Eqs. (2) and (3), one gets
To motivate the ensuing discussion we consider the following possible set of covariants:
i~l (8)
[In Eq. (6) we have inserted the particle normalizations and factors of (m +fl.) to make the gi (t) dimensionless.] One comment on Eq. (6) before we proceed: It may help the reader to recall at the beginning that the general helicity analysis of Lee and Wu 14 > shows that there can be only two independent K 18 form factors. (See also the discussion in Ref. 15) .) This analysis rests solely on the fact that there are only two physical vectors in the system (p and P') and using the DKP or KG formulations does not change the number of physical vectors in the problem. Thus the reader might indeed be surprised at the suggestion that there are as many independent form factors as seem to be indicated by Eq. (6). § 3. Explicit evaluation of the DKP covariants
In analyzing Eq. (6) it is important to distinguish between the number of independent operators needed to span the 5 X 5 DKP space, and the completely different question of the number of independent covariants in the physical matrix element.
The point is that if one wishes to ascertain the correct number of independent covariants in the K 1a matrix element by explicit construction (rather than by the general Lee and W u 14 > angular momentum arguments mentioned), then one must take into account all of the constraints among the possible covariants. These constraints are implied by the equations of motion and the J9-algebra. To understand this, let us review an analogous question: How many independent vector form factors are there in the case of a baryon (spin-t) ~ (spin-t) + l + v decay (e.g., A~P + e-+ ii)? The answer, despite the various operators needed to span the 4 X 4 Dirac space, is well known to be three. 16 >- 19 l As many authors 17 >-19 > have all clearly pointed out, when dealing with the Dirac vector current matrix element, one does not just simply associate a. form factor with, say, the 12 r), covariants produced from products of r matrices like r"
One realizes instead that the matrix elements of the covariants 111 (10) are related by their expectation values between spinors, like
where we are using our same notation only here alone referring to baryon spinors, momenta, etc. When this is done, the most general structure that is left after expectation values of the r), are taken is
., (13) where the gv(t),gT(t) and g8(t) are the three "independent" Dirac vector current form factors. Now that we see how one counts the number of independent covariants (and hence form factors) in a physical process, we return to Eqs. (6) ~ (8) . Evaluating term by term the eight supposedly "independent" covariants, we find (14)
J4-N[ tr-t ]p'-[ tr-t ]JV+( fl. )[tr-t]Js
J}. 6 (20) to-t
~=~. ~n ~=~ ~
In particular, all eight covariants can be written as linear combinations of our J}.v and J}. 8 • In fact, note that Eqs. (21) and (22) follow directly from
Equations (23) are the so-called "consequent equations" that Kemmer wrote down in his classic paper. 10 
> § 4. General algebraic analysis
Equations (23) represent a constraint on the DKP field components, and can be used to prove that in general there are only two independent form factors. As is well known, the {3 algebra is reducible, and the free field Duffin-KemmerPetiau equation (25) describes both spin-0 and spin-1 particles. Since the full {3 algebra consists of 126 independent elements, while the spin-0 subalgebra consists of only 25 independent elements, there is a high degree of redundancy in considering spin-0 particles with the {3 algebra. This redundancy can be removed by projecting out the 25 linearly independent elements of the spin-0 subalgebra from the full {3 algebra. It can be shown that 8 
forms a linearly independent set of basis elements for the spin-0 subalgebra. Further, if we define the two idempotents 21 
That is, by just using the DKP algebra and consequent equations alone, one can demonstrate that there are only two independent DKP K 13 form factors. One does not even have to evaluate expressions term by term as we did explicitly in Eqs. (15) '"" (22) .
Having now shown by two methods [ § § 3 and 4] that there are only two independent form factors in the DKP formulation of K13 decays, we proceed to the scalar form factor. § 5. DKP current-divergenc e matrix element Much emphasis has been placed in the literature on the use of the matrix (. Although this operator does have other uses, 23 l~2 6 l its implications here are due to its projection properties. ( is related to the operator which projects out the spin-0 and spin-1 parts of the reducible 16 X 16 DKP algebra. 22 
Note also, from Eqs. (7) and (27)'"" (30) , that [up to an overall sign]
(35) This leads us directly to the scalar form factor itself. In a manner similar to Eq. (33), we can write the most general DKP current-divergence matrix element as Structure of the Duffin-Kemmer-Petian Matrix Element for K 18 Decay 1591
and the consequent equations (23) , it follows that [s(t) being some function of t]
However from Eqs. (27) , (28) and (30) one can observe that (40) where K1 and K2 are constants, and the last equality in Eq. ( 40) follows because fP is an idempotent. Then since the properties 8 l of fP and P allow one to demonstrate that
mfJ.
onE\ can combine Eqs. (36) and (40) ~ (42) to yield
Equation (43) clearly demonstrates that (a) there is only one independent scalar form factor and (b) unless there exists a dynamical pole at t=t0 = (m+p.) 2 , then the 1 l·'l· 6 l "effective KG scalar form factor" (i.e., the DKP current-divergence matrix element) has a zero at t = t0• This last statement follows directly from (rr (p') I K (p) )DKP having this zero. Therefore, the zero is necessary in our model and the K*-pole model. (See. § 6 below.)
Before continuing we wish to. empha~ize a point which may not be obvious to the reader. Our proof that there exists only one independent DKP scalar form factor rests just as much on the use of the consequent equations (23) as did our proof in § 4 that there are two independent vector form factors. The only difference is that here we have used the consequent equations in a less obvious form.
However, the reader can verify for himself that when one writes the DKP equation (24) in the form 
8>-(P)¢= -m(P>.)!/J; a"(P")¢= -mP¢,

. Remarks on criticisms of the DKP formalism
Our program of using the DKP formalism to describe meson processes when there is symmetry breaking has come under criticism. These criticisms fall into two classes; those 28 l· 29 l who say that the program is incorrect because the DKP and KG descriptions are "equivalent" and so should yield the same results and those 80 l who say that the program should be abandoned because the KG description gives better results than the DKP description. Before proceeding, we wish to point out that it is impossible for .both classes of criticism to be correct, since you cannot have KG both equivalent to and better than DKP at the same time.
Skipping first to the second group,*' the main specific point of Ref. 30 ) was that the KG formulation gives a consistent value for the strong D / (D +F) ratio when compared to the experimentally determined baryon-baryon-pseudoscalar meson coupling constants. However, we have recently investigated this problem in detail 31 ' and have shown that in fact, when use is made of all determined BBP coupling constants, it is the DKP description with pseudovector coupling, which gives a consistent value Dj(D+F) = (0.71±0.07) with a [x 2 /degree of freedom] = 0.13, whereas the best fit KG coupling (pseudoscalar) has a [t /degree of freedom] of 4.5.
With respect to the first critics, we have answered them specifically before, 6 '' 82 ' but we will review our rebuttal in terms of the algebra of the present article.
The primary contention of these critics 28 '' 29 l was that our calculations showing that different results were obtained from DKP and KG (given a common input) were in error. This was somewhat understandable since over the years much effort had gone into showing that the KG and DKP formulations were "equivalent". However, all these earlier works had been done in the days when only one meson was considered (the 77: or Yukawa meson), and the question was never reexamined for the case of the coupling of mesons of different masses. That is what we did, and we have given general 6 l• 8 l and specific 4 " 6 ' counter examples to *> We)ake this occasion to assert that ultimately it is an experimental question as to whether the KG or the DKP formulation of meson, interaction matrix elements is superior. "equivalence" under these cricumstances in the past. Now let us be very careful and define our use of the word "equiv~lence" using the specific example of a current-divergence matrix element. Any such matrix element can be written as the product of two wavefunctions and a scalar operator H: That is what we mean by "inequivalence ", and what we have shown specifically and generally in different works. Remember as an analogy, in the low energy approximation, we can get the same energy levels for the hydrogen atom either from the Dirac equation with the minimal electromagnetic substitution (52) or by inserting the complicated Pauli Hamiltonian 88 l into the Schrodinger equation. However, this does not make the two equations "equivalent" in our sense, because one cannot get the Dirac energy levels from the Schrodinger equation by using only the minimal electromagnetic substitution of Eq. (52).
Proceeding to the specific points of Refs. 28) an<;l 29), the first particular claim of these critics was that there are (or that one can use) more than two vector form factors and more than one scalar form factor in the DKP parametrization of the K 18 matrix element. However, as we have shown by explicit calculation and general algebraic analysis in § § 3~5 of this paper, all additional form factors are redundant and can be expressed in terms of the two vector and one scalar form factors that we chose.
Granted the fact that there is only one scalar form factor, the second, and more subtle point, has to do with the zero in our form of the DKP currentdivergence matrix element ("effective KG scalar form factor"). This zero arises from our physically motivated 4 l choice for the two vector and hence one scalar DKP form factors. However, it was pointed out2 8 l' 29 l that this zero would not appear if one multiplied our DKP operators in the matrix element by the additional Lorentz scalar, {3 · {3. Now, although in pole models such a scalar has not arisen 4 l (and no dynamical model has been put forward for it), in principle it might occur in the matrix element. Thus, a few comments are in order concerning this additional Lorentz scalar that can be formed from the DKP algebra since it can be shown, and has been shown, 27 l that this "scalar" is not a "scalar of the DKP algebra". A scalar of an algebra commutes with every element of the algebra (i.e., it is a constant within every representa tion of the algebra) and consequent ly is a member of the center of the algebra. (An example is . . the Casimir operators of a group.) As was shown long ago, 27 > the operators which form a basis for the center of the DKP algebra are*> I and the operator (} defined in Eq. (34) . In terms of the sub-algebra s, the operator {3 · {3 is given by**>
It is immediatel y apparent from Eqs. (34) and (53) that {3 · {3 is not contained in the center of the DKP algebra and hence is not a "DKP scalar" as we have defined.
Note, we are here explicitly concerned about {3 · {3 not being a "scalar of the DKP algebra". This may be confusing since we are discussing the "Lorentz scalar form factor" (current-di vergence matrix element) of an interaction involving {3·{3. The point is, although {3·{3 is a "Lorentz scalar", it is not a "DKP scalar" in the sense defined above. The physical implication s of this follow immediatel y from Eq. (53).
Since {3 · {3 is not a DKP scalar, The reason is that the algebra R' generated by the DKP algebra of Eq. (25) alone has only 125 independent elements. The semi-simple DKP algebra R with 126 independent elements has the unit operator added by hand. The subtlety comes about because all the /3's are zero in the trivial one-dimensio nal representatio n, and so the "unit element" of the R' algebra, E, is actually J<•>, r<•> and 0 in the 10-, 5-and !-dimensiona l representatio ns, respectively. Therefore, the three members of the center of the entire R algebra are I, E and fJ. (Consult Ref. 34) for more details on this point.) However, for our purposes, this complication is irrelevant since it only affects the properties of the trivial !-dimensiona l representatio n. **l In Eq. (53), the objects • v. are part of the spin-1 DKP sub-algebra, analogous to the spin-0 DKP sub-algebra partially described in Eqs. (26) and (44) 
as the coefficient of a smooth form factor g x(t), amounts to assuming the existence of a symmetry breaking interaction which couples the "large" and "small" components of the DKP field. Thus, a parametrization of the K 1a matrix element in terms of (3 However, it does not change the sign in the exponential exp (ip · x). This is important in a first-order wave equation. All these observations can be looked upon as verifications of the fact that the KG and DKP formulations can in general be forced to yield the same results only by the insertion of differing interaction Hamiltonians. (B) For further discussion on the zero in the "effective KG scalar form factor" (the DKP current-divergence matrix element) and on the inequivalence of the DKP and KG formulations of K 13 decays, we refer the reader to Refs. 4) ~6). In particular, in Ref. 4) we give a detailed discussion of how a particular Lagrangian (the K* -pole model) not only yields significantly different results than KG when calculated in the DKP formalism, but also in DKP it predicts that the zero indeed exists.
(C) We wish to remind the reader again that there exist only two independent vector form factors in (rrl V)..l K), all other possible covariants being related to the two in Eq. (2) by simple algebra. Evidently, then, no additional physical insight into Eq. (2) can be obtained simply by using mathematical identities to rewrite Eq. (2) into the redundant form of Eq. (6). In particular, rewriting Eq. (2) with Eq. (6) cannot in any way bear on such fundamental questions as the "equivalence" of the KG and DKP formulations, which question has been examined in detail in Ref. 5) .
(D) It is useful at this point to compare the DKP constraint equation (46) to the constraint equations encountered in the RS formalism for spin-! fields. In the RS formalism a spin-! field is described by the equation (60) where ¢" (.a= 1, 2, 3, 4) is a set of four 4-component spinors, and the r-matrices satisfy the usual Dirac anticommuta tion relations (61) The field operator ¢" altogether has 16 components, whereas only 8 are required to describe a spin-! field. Th'e redundant components may be eliminated by imposing on ¢" the constraints 
